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THE PRESENT PROBLEMS OF HYGIENIC SUPERVISING OF
WORKPLACES WITH IONIZING RADIATION SOURCES

/ . Husdr
State Health Institute of Slovak Republic Capital Bratislava

Important for population health protection is both risks monitoring of artificial and
natural sou rces of ionizing radiation and hygienic supervising of the workplaces, where this
kind of radiation is used. In Slovakia is supervising exerted by Departments of Health Protection
for Radiation, which are established on four State Health Institutes. They are directed under the
law 272/1994 through General hygienic of Ministry of Health.

These departments deal not only with supervising of these workplaces, but in this article
is described only this problem and especially in the State Health Institute of Slovak Republic
Capital Bratislava. Compared with other three departments of State Health Institutes the activities
of this one are specific. As first, in Bratislava are supervised all kinds of workplaces with
ionizing radiation sources, that in the rest of Slovakia occur, with the only exception from an
operation of a nuclear reactor. Specific conditions consist in fact, that there are concentrated
relatively great many various suources in relatively small area with high residental density. As
second, in Bratislava are concentrated research and school facilities, central authorities and a lot
of specific workplaces, where ionizing radiation sources are used. There is contents of work
often changed at these workplaces and consequently these workplaces are often established,
respectively disestablished.

From briefly characteristic of specific conditions in Bratislava follows, that not all
problems related to supervision workplaces with ionizing radiation sources can be solved on
routine basis. Most problems consist in the present economic transformation of State
Corporations. Abolishing of previous State Corporations and arising of new organizations means
new field of their activities. It often happens, that previously used ionizing radiation sources,
X-ray tubes, or radioactive sources, are not longer to use and it is necessary to remove
corresponding workplaces. Substantially it should not be a problem, because each of these
workplaces has an estimated supervisor who should be able to manage new situation right. But
the reality is often another one. Problems related to liquidation of workplace with ionizing
radiation sources are only of margin interest for management of liquidated corporation. In
addition, the supervisor and his chief are not already employed in the new organization. This
state is found by routine hygienic inspection. In such case a matter of importance is to find what
has happened with ionizin radiation sources. If State Corporation possessed only X-ray tubes, it
does not come to great problems. Mostly X-ray tubes are provably disassembled, or even
destroyed. In the case of radioactive sources a situation is more complicated. The radioactive
source is mostly stored according to the regulations and it can be also found his certificate and
documentation of the workplace. The cardinal problem is to find someone, who has known
former workplace, because supervisor and chiefdepartment are not already employed in a new
organization. In spite of this, the problem can be solved within short time under a condition of
good cooperation between new organization management and the representative of State Health
Institute. To ilustrate the solving of one of many such problems follow an example.

The big State Corporation with series of subsidiaries in whole Slovakia was divided to
many new smaller Joint-stock Corporations. A subsidiary in Bratislava possessed workplace with
X-ray tube and sealed radioactive source of medium radioactivity. During a routine hygienic
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inspection was found, that the original establishment was abolished, all personnel dismissed and
another organization is going to move at this place. New organization personnel has not known,
that the previous workplace was such one with ionizing radiation sources. Fortunately, the
immediately made measurements proved no presence of higher radiation on this place. So it was
necessary to obtain the succeeding organization adress. It was no problem, but it turned of, that
it is outside of Bratislava. Then followed proceedings with succeeding organization
management, where explanation was asked what has happened with X-ray tube and radioactive
source. It was found, that the new management has no information about it and it was in
position, it is not a matter of new organization. The situation was complicated by the fact, that
new management had no connection to previous personnel and had not sufficient information
about abolished establishment. Therefore firstly it was necessary to provide basic information
about risks connected with loss of radioactive source, further about regulations of this branch
and consequences of breaking them. At last there were stated duties for succeeding organization
with respect to this problem and it was given a term to solve it. After relatively short time our
department was informed, that in archives were found documents of selling X-ray tube and
radioactive source to another organization. In this point the problem was solved and it could be
proceeded in routine procedure. Firstly, it was established workplace with ionizing radiation
sources complying to regulations by new owner, incidentally again in Bratislava. At last the
workplace and approve to treat with ionizing radiation sources on original place could be
abolished.

Concernig this example let me allow following comment. For this specific case it was
probably useful campaign against nuclear energetics, because as a result of it a general public
obtained basic information about radioactive sources and about their possible hazard to human
health. In this way arised respect, probably even fear of radioactive radiation, that helped to
solve beforehand meant problem.

Described problem of supervising workplaces with ionizing radiation sources was not
the only one, but there had to be solved more similar, more or less complicated cases. It is
evident, that there were broken corresponding regulations by organizations and it should never
happen. In fact, especially at present time, it is in other way and it is in charge State Health
Institutes to supervise such workplaces and if necessary, to ensure solving of arised problems.
The routine course, namely inspection, finding defaults, directing to put them right, to make
record, apply sanctions, is possible, but it takes a lot of time. I mean the better way consists in
quick, uformal action, with first rate aim to ensure qualified supervision and treating with
radioactive source. The reason of this opinion is in experience and in cases described by
literature. Unqualified treating with radioactive sources ends sooner or later with some accident
which has more serious consequences than it is in the case of unexpected accident by qualified
treating.

At present time there are a lot of problems, that Department of Health Protection for
Radiation deals with. Many of them is necessary to solve by less usual way. I consider useful to
emphasize this one described in this article. Its underestimation would lead to undesirable
serious consequences, especially in Bratislava.


